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Re:

Comments on the America's Great Outdoors Rocky Mountain Greenway Feasibility
Study; Phase 1: Broomfield to Boulder, July 2016

Dear Mr. Henley,

Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide comments on the America's Great
Outdoors Rocky Mountain Greenway Feasibility Study; Phase 1: Broomfield to Boulder, which
was published in July 2016. These comments are offered on behalf of the Rocky Mountain
Peace and Justice Center ("RMPJC") and the undersigned members of the Rocky Flats Technical
Group ("RFTG").
These comments will focus on the portion of the study that considers whether the
Greenway should be routed through or around the Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge
("Refuge"). For reasons discussed herein, RMPJC and RFTG believe the Federal Highway
Administration ("FHA")'s Rocky Mountain Greenway ("Greenway") project should select one of
the two alternatives that are routed around and not through the Refuge.

However, if a route through the Refuge is ultimately chosen, there are multiple
prerequisite actions required by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS")that are necessary to
ensure compliance with FWS' organic statute, applicable regulations, and the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") before that route can be developed and
utilized.

For the reasons discussed below,the FWS must:

1. Revise the Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan ("CCP")for a significant change
to the trails authorized by the 2005 Record of Decision selecting Alternative "B."
2. Renew and expand the expired Use Compatibility Determination for the Multi-Use
(Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot access) Trails.
3. Perform a supplemental NEPA analysis for the additional trails.
4. Obtain a new Intra-Service Section 7 Consultation for the additional trails.

5. Institute a scientifically rigorous sampling protocol and air monitoring to ensure the
safety of all Refuge visitors and workers.
The Feasibility Study also contains a number of errors, misrepresentations or insufficient
details in its text. Information noted about contamination by various toxins, especially
Plutonium, released from production at the Rocky Flats Plant from 1952 to 1989 is incorrect or
incomplete. Representations that the Refuge is "safe" ignore or discount ongoing responses by
the public that the standards are not sufficiently protective of human health. The sampling
approach agreed to by the FWS for the Greenway project lacks sufficient detail to ensure
adequate protection of human health.
I.

Statement of the Issues

Shortly after Congress created the Refuge in 2001 the FWS began the long-term planning
process for the entire Refuge as required by the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration
Act("NWRSAA".)This process involved significant public participation, much of it critical of any
use of the Refuge. The FWS issued a Record of Decision ("ROD")selecting Alternative "B" of the
Comprehensive Conservation Plan ("CCP"), which was published as amended in May 2005 and
incorporated the February 2005 ROD. The FWS also performed a concurrent NEPA analysis and
published a Final Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") dated September 2004. Alternative
"B" included specific uses approved for the Refuge, which were documented through maps,
descriptions and Compatibility Determinations.
The FWS is bound by the NWRSAA to manage the Refuge according to the CCP it published,
which is valid for a 15-year time-frame. Significant changes to the approved plans must be
authorized through a revision process. Because the trails depicted in maps and descriptions
approved in Alternative "B" are significantly different than the trails proposed for use in the
Greenway project, a revision to the CCP is required.
The FWS is required to evaluate uses of the Refuge for compatibility before the use can
occur. The CCP includes a Use Compatibility Determination for Multi-Use (Equestrian, Bicycle
and Foot access) Trails approved in September 2004. This determination had a shorter 10-year
expiration date because this type of use is not considered a priority public wildlife dependent
recreational use. The approval for this use expired in September 2014 and must be renewed
before the trails are used for the Greenway or any other purpose.

The FWS included a stipulation in the Use Compatibility Determination for Multi-Use

(Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot access) Trails that is material to the EIS. The stipulation expressly

states that this use is approved only for the precise "trail segments designated"^ in the CCP. Any
deviation from the approved trails would require a new NEPA analysis, a new use Compatibility
Determination and a new intra-Service Section 7 consultation. Because the trails proposed in

the Refuge for use in the Greenway project are different than those depicted in approved
Alternative "B," a new NEPA analysis, a new Compatibility Determination and a new IntraService Section 7 consultation are required.

in addition to the CCP/EIS findings, changes in circumstances and the emergence of

significant new information related to the trails since the Refuge's EIS in early 2004 also
substantiate the need for a new NEPA evaluation related to the Greenway project.
Applicable Legal Framework
A. Aeencv Jurisdiction

1. Rocky Flats National Refuge Act of 2001("RFNWRA")
Public Law 107-107 - Dec. 28, 2001

Congress stated three purposes for creating the RFNWRA.The first purpose was to
establish a national wildlife refuge after the cleanup and closure of the Rocky Flats

Superfund site.^ The second purpose was to ensure public participation in the
creation of the Refuge before jurisdiction was transferred from the DOE to the

Department of the interior ("DOI").^ The third purpose was "to ensure that the
Rocky Flats site is thoroughly and completely cleaned up."^ The RFNWRA drew the
line of jurisdictional demarcation around the property retained by DOE because it
would be in need of further cleanup and the property retained by DOI because it

would be available as a wildlife refuge.^ The RFNWRA also put in place a framework
for communication and dispute resolution between the Agencies.®
2. WildEarth Guardians vs. U.S. FWS.

10th Circuit Court of Appeals Decision, 2015
"Under the iegislative scheme, it oniy stands to reason that the (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife) Service would take control of the land and its disposition when it becomes
a refuge, because managing refuges is firmly within the Service's bailiwick. See 16
U.S.C. § 668dd(a)(l)(directing the Service to administer federal refuges). The
scheme is further elucidated by the fact that the Rocky Flats Act directs (the
Department of) Energy to retain jurisdiction only over facilities related to the

^ Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wildlife Service, April 2005, p. 157.
^ Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3172(b)(1).
^ Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3172(b)(2).
"Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3172(b)(3).
^ Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3175-76 et. seq.
®id.

continuing cleanup efforts. See RFA § 3175(d). Put simply,the Rocky Flats Act
acknowledges that Energy should take care of energy-related matters and the
Service should take care of nature-related matters.'
B. Refuge Management

1. Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act of 2001("RFNWRA")
Public Law 107-107 - Dec. 28, 2001

The RFNWRA describes the framework, legal guidelines and purposes for creation

and management of the Refuge.® The RFNWRA also describes in broad terms the
Comprehensive Planning Process to be used, especially mandating participation
from local representatives and other organizations.® The RFRA lists four specific

purposes for which the Refuge will be managed.^® None of these purposes require
the Refuge to be opened to the public." None of these purposes support any public
relations activities, efforts by the FWS to influence the public's perception of the

Refuge or for the FWS to represent itself as an authoritative expert in the ongoing
dispute about the threat the unremediated contamination poses to human health.
2. National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act("NWRSAA")
16 U.S.C. §§ 668dd-668ee

As amended by the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997.
The NWRSAA is a comprehensive organic statute establishing the FWS to administer
the National Wildlife Refuge System." The System's original mission was "to
administer a national network of lands and waters for the conservation,

management,and where appropriate, restoration of the fish, wildlife, and plant
resources and their habitats within the United States for the benefit of present and

future generations of Americans."" The NWRSAA also defines the difference
between the nature, priority and facilitation of compatible wildlife-dependent
recreation versus other types of recreation. The NWRSAA specifies how the

powers granted to the Secretary of the Interior are to be applied to authorize uses of
a refuge." The NWRSAA describes how the processes of planning for and
management of refuges are to be executed."

^ WildEorth Guardians v. U.S. Fish & Wiidiife Sen/., 784 F.3d 677,686(10th Cir. 2015).
Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3177 et. seq.
Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3178 et. seq.

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act, Sec. 3177(e)(2).
Id.
Id.

"16 use § 668dd(a)(l).
"16 use § 668dd(a)(2).
16 use §§ 668dd{a){3)(B)-(D).
16 use §§ 668dd(d){3)(A)-(B).

"16 use §§ 668dd(e) et. seq.

3. National Conservation Recreation Areas("NRCA")
16 U.S.C. § 460k

The NRCA grants the Secretary of the Interior discretion to authorize non-wildlife
dependent compatible recreational activities within the National Wildlife Refuge
System as incidental or secondary uses with strict limitations that these uses do not

interfere with the primary purposes for which the areas were established.^®
4. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior, Regulations
50 C.F.R. Chapter 1,Subchapter C: The National Wildlife Refuge System
Two specific regulations with Subchapter C provide additional detailed guidance
related to uses of a refuge. A regulation within the Administrative Provisions
describes the conditions and time-limits that trigger re-evaluations of compatibility

determinations.^® A regulation within the Public Use and Recreation pare describes
the process and information considered for determining the compatibility of a use

within a refuge.^® These regulations are supported by colorful, practical and
thorough definitions.^^
C. Environmental Responsibilitv

1. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969(NEPA)
Congress originally established NEPA in 1969 for the purpose of".. declaring a
national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between
man and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate
damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of
man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources

important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.""
NEPA provides guidance for how and in what circumstances the effects an Agency

action will have on the environment will be reported and considered."
III.

Discussion

A. The current Refuge CCP does not authorize the construction of the trails depicted in the
Greenwav proiect.

1. The initial CCP process met the procedural reauirements.

The Secretary of the Interior ("Secretary") must propose a CCP for each refuge in the

NWRS." At this Refuge the Secretary was specifically required to establish a CCP
16 use § 460k(a).
50 C.F.R. § 25.21(g).
50 C.F.R. § 26.41

"50 C.F.R. § 25.12
22 42 U.S.C.A. § 4321

23 42 U.S.C.A. Ch. 55, Subchapter IV,§ 4370m et. seq.
16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(e)(l)(A)(ii).

process that "involves the public and local communities."^^ The CCP must identify
and describe several specific aspects of the refuge, including "opportunities for

compatible wildlife-dependent recreational uses."^® A draft CCP must be made
available and the public must be given notice and an opportunity to provide

comments.^^ A final copy of the CCP must be issued.^^
A draft CCP combined with an EIS for all uses of the Refuge was issued in February

2004.^® This draft included descriptions of the recreational trails supported by
separate maps showing the locations of the various trails related to each of the four

alternatives considered.^® None of the trail segments follow the route proposed for
the Greenway project. A final amended copy of the CCP was published in April

2005.^^ The EIS was published in September 2004 incorporated into an interim
version of the CCP.^^ Appendix H of the 2004 Final CCP/EIS includes 134 pages of
group comments with responses from the FWS,24 pages of FWS responses to
individual comments,two pages of discussion about form letters submitted as
comments and 92 pages of transcript from a public hearing held March 10, 2004

about the Draft CCP/EIS.^^
2. The CCP made the Alternative B trail map binding for management of the Refuge.

The Secretary must manage the Refuge according to the commitments made by the
FWS in the CCP unless they are officially revised, such that:
"Upon completion of a comprehensive conservation plan under this subsection for a
refuge or planning unit, the Secretary shall manage the refuge or planning unit in a
manner consistent with the plan and shall revise the plan at any time if the Secretary
determines that conditions that affect the refuge or planning unit have changed

significantly.^^

In February 2005 the FWS issued a ROD selecting Alternative "b."^® A depiction of
the approved trails and public uses was included and incorporated with the ROD in

the April 2005 CCP document.^® (Exhibit A)The 2005 CCP included a Compatibility
Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act of 2001,Sec. 3178(a).
16. U.S.C.A. §668dd(e)(2)(F).

"16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(e)(4)(B).
16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(e)(l)(A)(iii).

Draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan and Environmental impact Statement, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
February 2004.
Id. at 144-147.

Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wildiife Service, Aprii 2005.
Finai Comprehensive Conservation Plan and Environmental impact Statement, US Fish and Wiidlife Service,
September 2004.

Id. at Appendix H.
16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(e)(l)(E).

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge, Record of Decision, Finai Comprehensive Conservation Plan, February 2005,
p. 5.

Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wiidlife Service, April 2005, p. 206.

Determination for Multi-Use (Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot access) Trails."(Exhibit B)
This Determination by FWS eliminated any discretion to alter the trails such that
"Multi-use trails with equestrian and bicycle access are limited to those trail
segments designated in the Comprehensive Conservation Plan for Rocky Flats

NWR."^® (emphasis added)
3. FWS has not followed the required process to revise the Alternative B trail maps to
suDPort routing depicted in the Greenwav proiect Feasibility Study.

The Secretary must revise the CCP when conditions affecting the Refuge have

changed significantly." The Secretary must "ensure an opportunity for active public
involvement in the ... revision of comprehensive conservation plans..."^°
The 2005 ROD committed itself to a public involvement process for any substantive

changes to the CCP.^^ Concerns about the change to the trails at the Refuge were
expressed at a Rocky Flats Stewardship Council Meeting on April 4, 2016,such that:
"Bruce Baker said he was looking at a map of the proposed Greenway
that was currently on the Refuge website. He said this map showed
the trail route staying outside of the Rocky Flats border.(FWS Refuge
Manager) David Lucas said that a feasibility study that took place over

the past 2-3 years resulted in a change to the proposed route."^^
and

"David Lucas emphasized that the intention of the Greenway plan
was to maximize the use of existing trails, and that the decision to
include trails and buildings at the Refuge was made in 2005 during
the development of the CCP and thus prior to any Greenway plans.
He also explained that the USFWS was not seeking input about
whether or not to build trails because that had already been done
when the CCP (sic). At this point, they were looking for input on how
best to implement the plans that were already developed.
To date no notices have been issued indicating that FWS intends to revise the CCP.
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Id. at 154-157.
Id. at 157.

16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(e)(l)(E).
16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(e)(4)(A).

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge, Record of Decision, Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, February 2005,
p. 4.

Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board of Directors Meeting, Minutes, April 4, 2016 - DRAFT, p. 14.
Id. at 15.

The FWS selected Alternative "B" through a valid CCP planning process. The FWS

published a map of approved trails and public uses with this ROD.The FWS issued a
finding in the CCP that the only trails it had approved for use were those segments
specifically depicted in the CCP maps. The FWS has not followed its own statutory
process to revise the CCP maps to support the routes depicted in the Greenway project.
The Refuge CCP as approved does not authorize the construction of the trails depicted
in the proposed Greenway routes.

The Multi-use Trails at the Refuse do not have a current valid written determination of
compatible use, and thev mav not be used for anv purpose including the Greenwav
proiect.

1. All new, expanded, renewed or extensions of anv uses of anv refuge must be
reviewed through a compatibilitv determination process.

The Secretary is prohibited from initiating or permitting a use at a refuge until that

use has been determined to be compatible.^ Uses approved by the process also
must be "not Inconsistent with public safety."^^ (emphasis added)Compatibility
determinations must be made in writing."*® An opportunity for public comment
during the determination process is required.^^
The 2005 CCP included the following four Compatibility Determinations:^®
Use: Hunting. Compatible with Stipulations. Priority Public Use
Use: Interpretation and Environmental Education. Compatible with Stipulations.
Priority Public Use
Use: Multi-Use (Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot access) Trails. Compatible with
Stipulations. Not a Priority Public Use
Use: Wildlife Observation and Photography, Including Public Use Facility
Development to support those uses. Compatible with Stipulations. Priority
Public Use

2. Bicvcle riding, because it is not considered a form of wildlife dependent recreation,
was determined to not be a prioritv public use.

The concept of wildlife dependent recreation is limited to "hunting,fishing, wildlife

observation and photography, or environmental education and interpretation."^®
The Secretary is authorized to issue regulations that permit other uses beyond the

definition of wildlife dependent recreation.®® The Secretary is required to "ensure
44

16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(d){3)(A){i).

"^Id.
16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(d)(3)(B)(iv).

"16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(d)(3)(B)(ix).
^ Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wildlife Service, April 2005, pp. 147-161.
16 U.S.C.A. § 668ee{2).
16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(d)(l)(A).

that wildlife-dependent recreation and environmental education and interpretation

are the priority public uses of the refuge."^^
The FWS issued a determination in the Refuge CCP that "Muiti-use trails

accommodating equestrian and bicycle use are not a form of wildlife dependent

recreation."" The determination also found that "This is not a priority public use.""
3. The Multi-Use (Equestrian. Bicvcle and Foot access) Trails Compatibility
Determination has expired and must be renewed.

The process for permitting uses at the Refuge includes a mandatory renewal time
period, such that "the Secretary shall not... renew., an existing use of a refuge,

unless the Secretary has determined that the use is a compatible use.""
The Use Compatibility Determination for Multi-Use (Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot
access)Trails includes a finding that "The Compatibility Determination for this use is
subject to mandatory re-evaluation in 10 years, on the anniversary of the final
Compatibility Determination in 2014."
4. The Use Compatibility Determination for renewal of the Multi-Use Trails for anv use
in changed circumstances must include a public comment process.

An opportunity for public comment is mandatory when reevaluating an existing use
'if conditions under which the use is permitted change significantly or if there is

significant new information regarding the effects of the use.""The renewal process
must include an opportunity for public review and comment unless the proposed

use is exactly the same as the use previously subjected to public review.^®
The Compatibility Determination for this use included the following stipulation,
"Multi-use trails with equestrian and bicycle access are limited to those trail
segments designated in the Comprehensive Conservation Plan for Rocky Flats NWR.
Development or opening of additional areas for these uses will require... a new

Compatibility Determination.""
5. The Use Compatibility Determination for renewal of the Multi-Use Trails for anv use
in changed circumstances must include a public comment process.

The Secretary must not permit a new, renewed or expanded use on the Refuge until
a formal determination is made that the use "is not inconsistent with public

"Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act of 2001, Sec. 3177(e)(3)(A).
Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Aprii 2005, p. 157.
Id.

16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(d)(3)(A)(i).
16 U.S.C.A. §§ 668dd(d)(3)(B)(vii),(ix).
16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd{d)(3)(B){ix).

"Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan and Environmental Impact Statement, US Fish and Wildilfe Service,
September 2004, p. 263.

ii58
safety."^®
The reevaluation of any use must include an opportunity for public
ii59

comment.

The stipulations for the Compatibility Determination for Multi-use Trails also
included that "Development or opening of additional areas for these uses will

require ... a new Compatibility Determination..."®"
6. The FWS has not issued a Compatibility Determination for the renewal of the MultiUse Trails to allow the proposed route of the Greenwav through the Refuge.

All use compatibility determinations must be made in writing.®^
To date no new or renewed compatibility determination has been published for the
Multi-use Trails at the Refuge.
Non-wildlife dependent recreational use of the Refuge through Multi-use Trails was
evaluated and determined to be a compatible use with stipulations during the CCP/EIS
process. That determination has expired and must be renewed. That determination limited
the approval to the precise trail segments included in the CCP, and expressly stated that any
deviation from those maps invoked requirements for expanded analyses under NEPA and
the FWS'organic statutes. FWS has not followed its own statutes, regulations and findings
in order to issue a renewed or expanded use compatibility determination. The Multi-use
Trails at the Refuge do not have a current valid written determination of compatible use,
and they may not be used for any purpose including the Greenway project.
C. In addition to the CCP/EIS findings, changes in circumstances and the emergence of
significant new information related to the trails since the Refuge's EIS in earlv 2004 also
substantiate the need for a new NEPA evaluation related to the Greenwav Trails.

1. The FWS must follow its own CCP/EIS findings and perform a new NEPA analysis
before it can deviate from the trails depicted in the Alternative "B" map.

"Upon completion of a comprehensive conservation plan .... for a refuge... the

Secretary shall manage the refuge., in a manner consistent with the plan."®^
The Compatibility Determination for the Multi-use Bike Trails incorporated into the
CCP expressly stated that "Development or opening of additional areas for these
uses will require additional evaluation under the National Environmental Policy
Act...."®^

16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(d)(3)(A){i).
16 U.S.C.A. § 668dd(d)(3)(B)(vii).
60
Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, US Fish and Wildiife Service, April 2005, p. 157.

"16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(d)(3){B)(iv).
16 U.S.C.A.§ 668dd(e)(l){E).
Final Comprehensive Conservation Pian, US Fish and Wildlife Service, April 2005, p. 157.
10

2. Significant changes in the circumstances relevant to the environmental review
warrant a supplemental NEPA analysis.

A lead agency is required to supplement an original NEPA analysis if "a significant
change has been made to a covered project that is relevant for the purposes of

environmental review of the project..."®'^
The following significant circumstances have changed that are relevant to the
original NEPA analysis performed by FWS:
a. Any comments received during the original CCP/EIS process could not have
addressed the new trail routes proposed for the Greenway because the
Greenway project was not announced until April 2013, almost 10 years after the
EIS was issued.

b. The Greenway connection directly into the Refuge would greatly increase the
anticipated visitor traffic on this trail route and through the Refuge.
c. Given the unique proximity of a plutonium-contaminated Superfund site to the
proposed Greenway and trails, before the Greenway and trails are constructed
there should be a standard limiting the amount of airborne plutonium in order to
protect the public from breathing it into their lungs. Such a standard should
address the risk of airborne plutonium to nearby population centers, including
Golden, Boulder and Denver.

d. The increase in mountain biking traffic would require consideration of new
physical controls to prevent "off-road" or "thrill riding."
e. Active solicitation of visitation by private groups and recreational organizations
at the Refuge where the analysis of risk of harm to human health is so outdated
unfairly shifts the burden of potential liability to them when the FWS and local
municipalities enjoy sovereign immunity status.
f. The standards for cleanup of the Refuge and the heavily contaminated Central
Operable Unit("COU") property retained by the Department of Energy("DOE")
were not finalized at the time the EIS was issued.

g. The foundational assumption offered by FWS during the original CCP/EIS process
that the Refuge would be "clean" and "safe" lacked specificity and were a false
basis on which the public comments were provided.
h. A 2012 study commissioned by the DOE provided insight that there was a
distinct lack of candor in the communication and resolution of disputes with the
public about the cleanup standard decision-making process.
i. The September 2006 CAD/ROD formed the foundation for DOE's selected
alternative for containment of remaining hazardous material by leaving it
permanently buried in place on the adjacent DOE COU site. The Refuge currently
has no independent contamination monitoring or publicly available emergency
response plans.

64

42 U.S.C.A. 4370m-4{a)(l){C)(i).
11

j.

More sophisticated methods of sampling and soil analysis developed since the
2005 EIS should be employed to provide more accurate assessment of the risk to
human health.

k. The soil sampling methodology was insufficient to adequately sample for the
relevant contaminants, including alpha particles.

I. The data collected during the EIS is not publicly available, so it is unknown if the
trail locations proposed for the Greenway project were adequately sampled,
m. The sample sites published in the 2006 Modified Level III Preacquisition
Environmental Contaminants Survey for the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site did not include the trail locations proposed for the Greenway
project.(Exhibit C)
n. New mitigation and physical control technologies developed since the original
EIS should be considered.

0. New technologies for air monitoring of the relevant contaminants, including
alpha particles, should be considered. Since plutonium is an alpha emitter,
common radiation monitors do not measure this metal. Geiger counters are
geared to the measurement of beta and gamma rays and therefore measure
only a small fraction of the plutonium that is present. A Geiger counter does not
identify the type of radiation it monitors but adds all inputs together to obtain
one number. There are currently no airborne plutonium measurements being
taken at Rocky Flats. To ensure the safety of the public, the construction of the
Bikeways should be preceded by techniques for continuous monitors to detect
both existing plutonium in the air and to indentify soil plutonium that may
become airborne during windy conditions from resuspension and/or other
surface disturbances. The measurements must be continuous since evidence

indicates that the release of plutonium can be random and not steady as were
the releases during production,
p. The Greenway route through the Refuge passes over or near numerous Areas of
Concern, Areas of Interest, Individual Hazardous Substance Sites (IHSSs) and /or
Potential Areas of Concern (PACs), some of which appear to not have been
properly evaluated or documented, per the attached overlays of the Greenway
Trail over "Areas of Concern"(Exhibit D)and "Areas of Interest"(Exhibit E).
q. The risks tracking poses for failure of the containment of the adjacent hazardous
wastes buried in place on the COU should be considered in light of a recently
suggested tracking site in nearby Louisville, CO.
r. Failure of the delisted Love Canal, NY, Superfund site calls into question the
reliability of the entire remediation and signoff process.
3. Significant new information has emerged relevant to the environmental review that
warrants a supplemental NEPA analvsis.

12

A lead agency Is required to supplement an original NEPA analysis If "significant...
new Information has emerged that Is relevant to the environmental review for the

covered project."®^
The following new Information has emerged related to the public safety of any uses
the Refuge:
a. In February, 2006, the jury In the Cook v. Rockwell case returned a verdict form
Indicating that plutonlum was present on the class properties, the boundaries of
which Include a significant portion of the Refuge.(Exhibit F)
b. That same jury verdict form Indicates that this contamination was the result of
activities by Dow and Rockwell In the usual course of events during their
management of the Rocky Flats Plant.
c. That same jury verdict form Indicates a finding that the plutonlum would be
present on the class properties Indefinitely.
d. Soil samples collected during the FWS'2006 Modified Level III Preacqulsltlon
Environmental Contaminants Survey for the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site show hotspots of contamination by plutonlum, amerlclum,
uranium and other hazardous wastes, particularly at Client Sample ID's 06 SS 041
and 06 SS 43 nearest the location proposed for the Greenway to enter the
Refuge.(Exhibit G)
e. Reports published by Kaiser Hill for the DOE In June 2006 In support of the
decision that the cleanup was "complete" depict hotspots of contamination,
though the actual soil sample data Is available for review by the public only by
mall after a phone call to DOE.(Exhibit H)
f. The CAD/ROD for the Refuge, then known as the Peripheral Operable Unit, was
Issued In September 2006 and Included significant new data and Information
regarding the status of contamination of the site.
g. DOE reports to the Rocky Flats Stewardship Council reflect ongoing failures of
the containment strategy at multiple sites, such as the COU's Original Landfill
and the Solar Ponds,that continue to require subsequent reconstruction and
remediation.(Exhibit I)
h. DOE reports to the Rocky Flats Stewardship Council also reflect periodic
announcements that reportable conditions of the water quality standards at the
points of compliance at the borders between the Refuge and the COU have
continued.(Exhibit J)
I. The November 2016 results of the Rocky Flats Downwinders' health survey
substantiate further review of the health effects of contamination that travels

beyond the borders of the DOE-retalned COU property and across the Refuge.
The original NEPA analysis for the Refuge was completed and documented In draft form for
review In February 2004, almost 13 years ago, and Is now stale. The DOE's remediation of
the Refuge area and the adjacent highly contaminated COU property was In progress but
42 U.S.C.A. 4370m-4(a)(l)(C){ii).
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not considered "complete" until late 2006. The "clean-up" standards for the entire site
remediation were hotly contested and incomplete, in September 2006,the final CAD/ROD
for the COU determined that DOE wouid be managing containment of hazardous waste
buried in place adjacent to the Refuge forever. Significant litigation has concluded after
decades of disputes with the DOE and its contractors that the surface of the Refuge is
contaminated with plutonium. Additional studies and improved technology are available.
FWS'own findings in the CCP/EIS process require that a new NEPA analysis would be

required if the trails were changed from the approved maps. In addition to the CCP/EIS
findings, changes in circumstances and significant new information that has emerged since
the Refuge's EIS related to the trails was first published in early 2004 also substantiate the
need for a new NEPA evaluation related to the Green way Trails.
D. The Feasibilitv Studv contains a number of errors, misrepresentations or insufficient
details.

1. Information noted about contamination bv various toxins, especiallv Plutonium,
released from production at the Rockv Flats Plant from 1952 to 1989 is incorrect or
incomplete.

In the period from 1952 until production ended at Rocky Flats in 1989,the site was
contaminated with various toxins released from the plant. This comment focuses
primarily on plutonium-239 (herein referred to simply as plutonium), generally
recognized as the most dangerous material in the nuclear weapons complex and one
of the most dangerous and longest-living elements in existence.

a. The DOE Superfund site: The Feasibility Study at page three states that though
Rocky Flats had been designated a Superfund site by the EPA, it was "removed
from the superfund list in 2007." This is not correct. The original Rocky Flats
Superfund site consisted of three areas: the centrai industrial zone, the buffer
zone, and an off-site downwind area. On May 25, 2007, EPA declared a partial
deletion, removing from the Superfund list the buffer zone and the off-site area.
The buffer zone was transferred from DOE to FWS to create the Rocky Flats
National Wildlife Refuge. It surrounds the 1,309-acre former industrial area
retained by DOE, which is still an active Superfund site where remediation
continues in order to correct known and unknown toxic releases.

b. As for known releases: According to DOE's own reports, contaminants recently
exceeded exposure standards. These occurred at Points of Compliance(POC)at
the boundary between the DOE Superfund site and the Refuge where a penalty
is imposed for violating the state exposure standard, and at upstream Points of
Evaluation (POE) where DOE must explain steps to correct the problem.
"Reportable Conditions" occur when results of sampling for a contaminant in
surface water or groundwater exceed the agreed upon state standard, which is
the legal limit for that particular contaminant on the site. The Superfund site is
14

dangerously close to the proposed Greenway troll. In terms of potential
Plutonium transport by wind.

Rocky Flats Reportable Conditions 2013- 2015
Month(s} when concentrations | Statistical Base
i

Media

Contaminant

S resulted in reportable conditions i

Intervals

-4^

11Uranium
•

ji cSurface uii
Water ;^
!

Trichloroethene (TCE) !

u-Vinylir-M
a
Chloride

;

Groundwater

01/2016,11/2013-10/2014,
!■; month rolling
average,
12- j!
}2'20jj
average,
■
05/2015 & 10/2015

30-c!av average

J

' Semi-annual sampling j

I' c.
Surface Uir
Water ': 03/2015-06/2015,10/2013- i'
!

Plutonium

\

|

and triggered monthly I

; subsequent sampling I
Surface Water

'

OS/2014 --0S,''2015

12-month rolling
average

This table, prepared by Andrew Moscovich, shows exceedances for five listed
contaminants in surface water or groundwater at specific times. Reportable
conditions on the chart are averages of samples collected in the periods shown.
The table relies on DOE reports on line at
http://www.im.doe.gov/Rockv Flats/ContactRecords.aspx. See also Rocky Flats

Site, Regulatory Contact Record 2016-01 for a POC exceedance of uranium In the
first two months of 2016. Toxins mentioned by Moscovich are not the only ones

at Rocky Flats. Now, RGBs are being air stripped from goundwater into the
environment by large blowers. The wind can blow them onto the Wildlife
Refuge. The amount of dispersal has never been measured. This air stripping
may help DOE reduce RGBs on the Superfund site but only by sending them
elsewhere, the Refuge being the closest place.
c.

As for unknown releases: In 1996 ecologist Shawn Smallwood found 18 species
of burrowing animals on the Rocky Flats site. They dig down to as much as 16
feet and in a wholly random way bring to the surface soil and its contents,
including plutonium. He found that the animals disturb as much as 11 to 12% of
surface soil on the site in any given year. Once on the surface, the plutonium will
be picked up by wind common at the site and transported to other locations,
including the Refuge. Plutonium particles too tiny to be seen but not too small to
do harm will be made available to be inhaled, the worst way to be exposed to
plutonium. Of course what Smallwood says about burrowing animals is true of
both the DOE land and the Wildlife Refuge, though the former is more
contaminated than the latter. (Smallwood, "Soil Bioturbation and Wind Affect
Fate of Hazardous Materials that were Released at the Rocky Flats Plant,
Golorado," Prepared for Berger and Montague, P.G., Attorneys for the plaintiffs
In Cook V. Dow and Rockwell, Philadelphia, November 23,1996)
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2. Representations that the Refuge is "safe" ignore or discount ongoing responses by
the public that the standards are not sufficiently protective of human health.

Is the Refuge safe? The Feasibility Study at page three states "the Refuge has been
declared safe for public use." Further, on page nine it states,"The area surrounding
the DOE land has been remediated and determined to be safe." This is not true. The

land that is now the Refuge was never remediated. According to Harvey Nichols, the
entire Refuge was dusted with large numbers of plutonium particles in the size range
most suited to inhalation and thus endangering health at this windy site (see
http://www.rockyflatsnuclearguardianship.org/technical-resources-table-ofcontents Harvey Nichols, "Nichols' list of CDPHE shortcomings in handling of Rocky
Flats," 4-5-13,#7; and "Interview with Harvey Nichols on Sampling for Plutonium at
Rocky Flats," 4-27-98). This resulted from routine operations over four decades,
admitted by Rockwell in 1987 at a Colorado State Capitol hearing. Nevertheless, this
land was declared to be safe by EPA and CDPHE and was transferred from DOE to
Fish &. Wildlife Service (FWS). In calling the land "safe," the regulators meant that
plutonium remaining in the environment of the Refuge did not exceed the exposure
standards established for the Rocky Flats cleanup. Unfortunately, these standards
are not sufficiently protective and will probably be revised more conservatively as
health effects of chronic low-level radiation exposure are revealed. In the most
extensive study to date of the health effects of exposure to ionizing radiation, the
National Academy of Sciences in 2006 concluded that any exposure is potentially
harmful (Health Risksfrom Exposure to Low Levels ofIonizing Radiation,
Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 2006, p. 246). Columbia University
scientists found that a single plutonium particle taken into the body can be harmful,
possibly fatal(Tom K. Hei et al., "Mutagenic effects of a single and exact number of
particles in mammalian cells," Proceedings of the National Academy ofSciences, vol.
94, April 1997, pp. 3765-3770). Once inside the body,the plutonium lodges in a
specific location, where it will remain for the rest of one's life, constantly
bombarding nearby cells with radioactive alpha particles. The effect is likely to be
cancer, a compromised immune system, or genetic harm to offspring. The
developing field of epi-genetics points to greater environmental dangers to the
genome than was previously imagined, so the Precautionary Principle must be
employed here. To call the Refuge "safe" is a misuse of language and is gambling
with the health of future generations.
3. The sampling approach agreed to bv the FWS for the Greenwav proiect lacks
sufficient detail to ensure adeouate protection of human health.

The necessity of sampling: The Feasibility Study at page 14 states that "the FWS
agreed to continued soil testing on the Refuge to ensure the safety of all Refuge
visitors." But this statement is not reassuring, because when FWS refers to "safety"
it follows the misleading path of EPA and CDPHE. According to the Rocky Flats
16

Technical Group, which inciudes sampling specialists Harvey Nichols, Michael
Ketterer and Gale Biggs, the sampling needs to inciude the foliowing:
a. Sampling must be designed and monitored by an independent party, such as the
Nationai Academy of Sciences who shouid be asked prior to any costly sampling
to assess the officiai and independent assays as a basis for recreationai safety.
b. Sampies are not to be composited.
c. Sampling analysis and chain of custody for the samples are to be handled
according to scientific standard methods.
d. Sampiing locations are to be plotted by GPS.
e. There must be a program designed and monitored by independent atmospheric
scientists to sample airborne particulates under windy conditions at the Refuge.
f. Soii sampiing must occur not oniy on the Wildlife Refuge but also on the DOE
Superfund site.
g. Sampiing must show if there is any danger, such as those pointed out in
paragraphs 1 and 2 above. Sampling that merely meets the cleanup exposure
standards would be inadequate.

h. Sampling must be perennial, with total sampling done at least every five years,
as weii as after any major environmentai change,such as an earthquake,flood or
fire.

i.

j.
IV.

For verification, ail samples are to be split and the splits analyzed by an
accredited independent laboratory.
All trail areas must be sampled.

Conclusion

These comments point out the dangers of the Greenway proposal and advocate a
comprehensive sampiing and monitoring program. The Greenway is expected to attract iarge
numbers of iocai and out-of-state visitors. While National Wildlife Refuges are generaily
regarded as treasured piaces, the Rocky Fiats Nationai Wildiife Refuge is unique in a different
way. Of the ciose to 600 National Wildlife Refuges, Rocky Flats is the only one located on the
site of a contaminated former nuclear weapons plant. It would irresponsible to allow people to
enter the Rocky Flats Refuge unless it can be thoroughly demonstrated that there is minimal
radionuclide risk to visitors, especialiy vuinerabie populations such as chiidren and senior
citizens. The risk of multi-generational health danger and even the damage to the eventual
economic reputation of this entire region is simpiy too great to proceed without caution.
In addition, the FWS has not foiiowed its own organic statutes, reguiations and findings to
update the CCP/EIS, to renew the Compatibiiity Determinations, or to supplement the NEPA
analysis as required to authorize construction and use of the traiis by the proposed Greenway
routes. Until those requirements are met,the Greenway must choose an aiternative that does
not inciude a route through the Refuge.
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Sincerely,

[Ujz^ -K- iLLt-tUPatricia A. Mellen,Student Attorney
University of Denver
Environmental Law Clinic
2225 E. Evans Ave.

Denver, CO 80208

Phone:(303)871-6140
Email: pmeiienl7(5)law.du.edu
//s// Brad A. Bartlett
Brad A. Bartlett, Assistant Professor

University of Denver
Environmental Law Clinic

2225 E. Evans Ave., Suite 335
Denver, CO 80208

Phone:(303)871-7870
Email: bbartlett@law.du.edu

//s// Randall M. Weiner
Randall M. Weiner

Law Offices of Randall M. Weiner, P.C.

3100 Arapahoe Ave. Ste. 202
Boulder, Colorado 80303
Phone Number: 303-440-3321
Fax Number: 720-292-1687

randall@randallweiner.com
on behalf of:

The Rocky Mountain Peace and Justice Center

The Rocky Flats Technical Group, comprised of:
LeRoy Moore, PhD

Harvey Nichols, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Biology
Sean Shank, J.D.
Jon Lipsky, Former FBI Agent
David T. Snow, PhD

W. Gale Biggs, PhD, Meteorologist
Anne Fenerty, MS, Chemistry

cc: David Lucas, Refuge Manager, Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge
Scott Surovchak, Legacy Management Site Manager, Rocky Fiats Superfund Site
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Exhibit A

Compatibility Determination

Use:

Multi-Use (Equestrian, Bicycle and Foot access) Trails

Refuge Name:

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge
Jefferson and Boulder Counties, Colorado

Establishing

Authority:

Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge Act of2001 (P.L, 107-107)

Refuge Purposes:

1. Restoring and preserving native ecosystems,

2. Providing habitat for, and population management of, native plants, and
migratory
and resident wildlife.
3. Conserving threatened and endangered species (including species that are
candidates for listing under the Endangered Species Act of 1973(16 U.S.C.
1531 etseq,)).

4. Providing opportunities for compatible scientific research.
NWRS Mission: "... to administer a national network oflands and waters for the conservation,

management, and where appropriate, restoration ofthe fish, wildlife and plant resources and their habitats,
ofthe United States for the benefit of present and future generations of Americans."(16 U.S.C.
668dd(a)(2)).

Description of Use:

To provide access for compatible wildlife-dependent recreational activities of

wildlife observation, wildlife photography and interpretation, a 16-mile system oftrails will be developed
at Rocky Flats NWR.

In order to provide connectivity with regional trail systems and complement public uses of adjacent public
lands(municipal and county open space), some portions ofthe Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR)trail system will accommodate horseback riding and bicycles as modes oftransportation for
wildlife-dependent recreation.
Within the total anticipated trail system of 16.5 miles, approximately 3.8 miles oftrail will be open to foot
traffic only, and portions ofthose foot trails will be closed seasonally to reduce disturbance of
wetland/riparian habitats during the months of May through September when the threatened Preble's
meadow jumping mouse is active above ground.

In the northern portion ofthe Refuge, a multi-use trail approximately 4 miles long will follow the top ofthe
mesa on the southem boundary ofthe Rock Creek drainage. This trail will connect a parking lot on State
Highway 128, with open space parks managed by the City ofBoulder, Boulder County, City and County of
Broomfield, and Town of Superior with the proposed Visitor Contact Station on the west side ofthe Refuge
and ultimately with regional trails to be located off-Refuge in the State Highway 93 corridor west ofthe

Refuge. This trail will be open for foot and bicycle traffic only.
In the southem portion ofthe Refuge, a multi-use trail, approximately 8 miles long will follow portions of
the Refuge south boundary, and mesa tops south ofthe main stem of Woman Creek, connecting City of
Westminster and City of Arvada Open Space with the Visitor Contact Station and eventually with other
public lands and regional trails west ofRocky Flats. This southem multi-use trail will be open for
equestrian, bicycle and foot traffic.

Exhibit B

Most(72%)ofthe multi-use trails will follow existing gravel and dirt roads constructed prior to Refuge
establishment. None ofthe multi-use trails will traverse sensitive riparian habitats, except for the use of

one existing crossing of Woman Creek at die west boundary ofthe Refuge.
Multi-use trails connecting the Refuge with adjacent public lands are not anticipated to be open for public
use for the first five years following Refuge establishment. Initial Refuge management will focus on

reclaiming and restoring grassland and riparian habitats on existing roads and trails that will not be retained
for management or public use purposes.

Availability of Resources; It is anticipated that initial development ofthe multi-use trail system will cost
about $145,723 including revegetation to reduce width ofexisting roads, signage, and in some places,
augmentation of existing road surface materials with appropriate aggregate products. Annual maintenance
ofthese trails, once established,is estimated to cost about $8,000 per year. It is anticipated that

appropriated funds for trail development and maintenance will be leveraged with volunteer labor and funds
developed through partnerships with user groups,local governments and state agencies.

This is a pre-acquisition compatibility determination, prepared to accompany the Comprehensive
Conservation Plan(CCP)for die future Rocky Flats NWR. Funds are anticipated to be available for the
operation ofthis program based on the Refuge staffing levels and budget proposed in the CCP.
Anticipated Impacts: With an average estimated width of8 feet, multi-use trails accommodating bicycle

and/or equestrian traffic will occupy approximately 12 acres or 0.2% ofthe land area ofthe Rocky Flats
site. However,because all but 12% ofthe multi-use trails will be located on existing DOE service roads,
no loss ofhabitat will result from establishment ofthese trails.

Trails also channel visitor access to and through the Refuge. An authorized system offoot-only and multi-

use trails provides access that is highly desired by the public for wildlife-dependent recreation, and makes
priority public uses accessible to people with limited mobility. Well-maintained and posted trails reduce
demands for general access to sensitive habitat areas. The use ofunobtrusive barriers, such as post and
cable fencing and signage reminds visitors to remain on trails and reduces trespass into sensitive areas.

Trails are the sole means ofproviding compatible wildlife observation and photography programs at Rocky
Flats NWR. Without trails, the Refuge would need to be closed for those priority public uses to ensure and

adequate level of protection to sensitive habitats and federally listed threatened and endangered species.
Trail use will result in some wildlife disturbance, and the level of disturbance resulting from various modes

oftransportation(horse, bicycle,foot) will vary depending on the species present and season. Many

species of wildlife exhibit less ofa reaction to the presence of moving bicycles than they do to humans on
foot. Many species are also more tolerant of equestrians than pedestrians. Because ofthe relatively small
percentage ofRefuge habitats that are located near trails, the ability ofsome species to become acclimated
to trail use, and the location of planned multi-use trails outside ofsensitive habitats, disturbance resulting
from trail use is anticipated to be biologically insignificant. It is acknowledged that some species do not
acclimate to regular human presence in their habitat and that wildlife-dependent recreation on a multi-use
trail system will result in reduced use ofsome habitat areas by some species.
Horse manure can be a source of weed seeds along equestrian trails. Weed seeds can also be introduced

and spread by bicycle and motor vehicle tires and on boots and shoes. Rocky Flats NWR does have
significant invasive weed problems, particularly widi diffuse knapweed and Dalmatian toadflax. It is
believed that the principal source ofthese weeds are disturbed gravel mining areas md other developniental
activities on neighboring lands. Horse manure on trails may also present a friess issue with some trail
users.

Multi-use trails present some safety issues not associated with "foot-only"frails. Horses may be spooked
by pedestrians and bicycles and cyclists traveling at higher speeds may present a hazard to pedestrians.

and refuges ofthe San Diego NWR Complex.

r£::-S'r.S£=:r.=ssrs^^^
NWR in the first quarter of CY 04.

opposition and in favor of multi-use trails.

ss=s~ss=ppr.
favoringestablishirantofmulti-usetrailsandothersTeconmoKiingiiopublicuseofthe

g■

Rocky Flats NWR.

that a"refuge" should be free of disturbance and a place ofinviolate sanctuary for wi i e.

S==?.ETHS£-:i^-fS?IS?o?3fs»b»ca « ..sub bon..bi.habitats, or conservation ofnative wildlife.

from the NWRS Mission or the Purposes ofRocky Flats NWR.

Use is Not Compatible

X

Use is Compatible with the Following Stipulations

Stipulations Necessary to Ensure Compatibility.

1 Multi-use trails with equestrian and bicycle access are limited to those trail sepients
®
Comprehensive Conservation Plan for Rocky Flats NWR. Development or op^mg ofadditional areas for
these uses will require additional evaluation under the National Enviroimental Policy Act,a new
Compatibility Determination, and a new Intra-Service Section 7 Consultation.

2. No dogs or other pets will be allowed on any trails or other areas ofRocky Flats NWR.
3. Equestrian use is contingent on development and implementation

eque^an user groups who wiU agree to pick up and remove horse inanure from Refoge trails at least twice
a month to reduce the potential for horses to become a source ofweed seed.

4. Trails will be posted with "yield" signs indicating that pedestrians must yield to equestrian users and
bicycles must yield to both equestrians and pedestrians.

5. Trails open to bicycle use will be located on level ground to the maximum extent possible to discourage
use by recreational mountain bikers for thnll riding.

Justification: Multi-use trails accommodating equestrian and bicycle use are not a fo™
ripnpndent recreation However,they are modes ofaccess and transportation that facilitate pubhc
pafticipation in wildlife observation, wildlife photography and interpretation Withm the
NWR surrounded on three sides by public lands administered
bypublic's
local umts
of government,
ft
.
appscciauou
ofop«,these
space
and habitat conservation at the edge ofa rapidly urbanizing metropolitan area.

It is noted that equestrian use is authorized in almost aU units ofthe National WUdemess System,^d is

Mandatory R..e..lu=tiouD«=: This is not apriority public use. ThcCompaSbi%t>c»™u^onfor

this use is subject to maodatoty lo-evaluation in 10 yeais, on the anmvetsaiy offinal Compmbility
Determination in 2014.

NEPA Compliance:

This use is addressed in an Environmental Impact Statement and Record of

Decision.

Approval/Concurrence:

Prepared/Approved:
Refuge Manager:

Signature

^

^

Date

Concurrence:

Regional Chief:
Signature

Date
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Exhibit F

Client Samole ZD: 06 SS 039
Jlmorieiim 241

PlutonitBB
mxtettim 232/40

0.028

0.0055

0

0.053

0.015

0.010

O.OIS

0.0053
0.012

0.0100
0.010

0.0000
0.001

XXtmnlm 234

0.80

O.U

0.01

O^ak&itm 235/234

0.038

0.018

0.010

0.01
0.013

0.76

0.11

0.01

0,01

XRraAiaft 238

ID: 06 SS 040
Americtum 241
Plutonium 238
Piutmium 239/40
uraoBlm 234

uaraxiiua 235/238
TArmluA 238

0.019
0.0096
0.0039

0.012

0.010

0.0235

0.0061
0.0076

0,0100
0.0100

0.76

0.11

o.ot

0.01

0.045

0.019

0.010

0.015

0.01

0,01

0.7S

0.11

0.01

0.0056

0

0

Client Sample ID: 06 SS 041
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4.70

plutpaium 238

0.315

Plutonimii 239/40

0.57

19.8

0.01

0.060

0.010

2.2

0.01

0.013
0.003

X.40

0.18

0.003

0.024

0,010

VxmaAnask 238

1.43

0.18

0.01

0.0048

0

Plutonium 238
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0.01

0
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ttewium 238

ID: 06 SS 042
0,0085
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0.015
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0.016
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0.01
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O.U

0.01

0.003
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0.01

0.02

OPfiUlium 235/336

An^riciuxn 241

0.023

0.01

Wnmlim 234

Sample

0.02

0.57

4.58
0.303
17.8
1*18
0.073

0.01

0.02

0.010

o.oaT

0.01

0.01

0.009
0.01

0.024

0.010

0.017

0.15

0,01

0.009

0.059
2.0
0,15

1.19

SS 043

Client Samnle ID:
ID: 06 SS 044
Jttwlelm 241

0.024

Pluttaiitsn 2J8

0.0019

.iKIMmiwa 239/40

0.042

0,015

0,0057
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Exhibit G

Figure 3.16
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pieces of debris. She added that they did not have really good records of what was dumped in the
landfill. Deb noted public concern about radioactive waste in the OLF,and asked whether they
scanned for this. Linda said that any debris was scanned as it was discovered. Deb asked ifthere
were there records ofthese scans. Linda said she was not sure whether this information was

included in the quarterly report. Lisa Morzel asked ifthey scanned for VOC's. Linda said that if
they were suspicious ofsomething they encountered, they would scan it. Lisa asked ifthey
would do the same ifthere was something that made them suspicious about the soil. Linda said

they would; however,there was no routine sampling of soil during the regrading.
Site ecology—Jody Nelson

Jody spoke about the numerous ecology activities performed during the quarter. Activities
included:

• Conducted Treble's mouse and wetland mitigation monitoring, wetland delineations, and
revegetation monitoring
• Conducted forb nursery monitoring

• Surveyed current and former prairie dog towns in and near the COU for activity(none
were found in COU)

• Conducted revegetation activities

• Treated approximately 145 acres with herbicides for weed control
• Continued watering habitat enhancement shrubs planted in spring 2015

Anne Fenerty noted that Boulder County had a major problem with prairie dogs. Lisa Morzel
asked ifthe site had seen any shift in the raptor population in conjunction with prairie dog

numbers. Jody said that they did not do quantitative analyses ofthe raptor population, but he had
not noticed any real changes in the numbers.
Briefing/Discussion on Original Landfill

DOE'S briefmg on the Original Landfill(OLF)included its history, monitoring data during
cleanup, remedial actions taken to close the OLF,and post-closure monitoring and maintenance.
DOE had hoped to include a discussion ofthe engineer's report to help stabilize the OLF,but
that report was delayed and will be discussed at the April meeting.

Linda Kaiser began the presentation by displaying an aerial photo ofthe landfill area taken in
1936. The approximate boundaries ofthe current landfill movement areas were highlighted on
the photo and showed how those locations were unstable and uneven long before Rocky Flats
was constructed. Linda explained that construction and other debris, along with general facility
waste, was placed in a 20-acre area from 1952 to 1968. The types of waste included:
• Small amounts of waste with hazardous constituents

• Asphalt, construction debris
• Office and building debris
• Commonly used VOCs
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board ofDirectors Meeting
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• PCB waste such as carbonless copy paper, small capacitors
• Metals such as beryllium, lead, and chromium

A total of approximately 74,000 cubic yards of waste was disposed at the OLF. Waste

segregation was practiced, with most radioactive and hazardous waste disposed in other areas of
Rocky Flats or in Idaho.

Filter backwash wastewater(from making potable water) was discharged to an evaporation pond
in the area ofthe landfill and covered with fill by 1964. In 1965,60 kg ofburning depleted
uranium was dumped in the landfill 40 kg ofthis material was recovered and further removal of
depleted uranium in surface soil was completed in 2004.

A soil cover was placed over the disposed waste when the OLF was shut down in 1968. Atthat
time,the Present Landfill(PLF)opened to receive this type of waste. Also,the South Interceptor
Ditch(SID)was built across the southem portion ofthe landfill in 1980. Linda showed a few
more photos ofthe OLF area taken in the 1960's and 1970's.

There were some early cleanup efforts at the OLF during the production years. In 1979,three
locations containing depleted uranium were found and one box ofsoil was
unknown date. Woman Creek near the westem portion ofthe landfill was relocated. In 1990,a
barrel with radioactive materials was removed and followed by a radiological survey ofthe entire
OLF area. In 1993, pieces ofradioactive debris were removed (depleted uranium). These were

small spherical pieces of rusty material and concrete coated with corroded metallic material.

In 1996 the Remedial Investigation was completed. In 2004,surface soil contaminated with
uranium above Wildlife Refuge Worker Action Levels was removed. The final Interim
Measure/Interim Remedial Action(IM/IRA)document(2005)addressed remedy selection for
the OLF. Linda shared some highlights from the IM/IRA:

• Page 5-1:"OLF has been closed for approximately 35 years with an iriadequate soil cover
and limited stormwater run-on and run-offcontrols, and very little maintenance applied,

and yet the levels and extent ofcontamination in environmental media are quite low."
• Page 4-8:"...Groundwater quality is not significantly impacted by the OLF."

• Page 4-9;"frequency of occurrence(of downgradient surface water analytes above action
levels) is not sufficient to indicate the OLF has a significant chronic impact on surface
water quality."

Based on these findings,two Remedial Action Objectives were developed. These were 1)to

prevent direct contact with landfill soil and commingled waste, and 2)to control erosion caused
by stormwater run-on and runoff. The strategy designed to meet these remedy objectives

included:

• Remove uranium-contaminated surface soils
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board of Directors Meeting
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• Install a stable landfill cover to prevent direct contact with soil or debris
• Install a landfill cover that controls erosion caused by stormwater run-on and runoff
• Adopt institutional controls to supplement engineering controls

Linda showed photos taken ofthe work performed during the closure ofthe OLF,followed by a
depiction ofthe current landfill features. She then moved to a summary ofevents at the OLF
since closure.

In 2007,localized cover slumping and settling was observed, primarily on the west side, and

Seep 8 appeared at the eastern toe ofthe buttress. A geotechnical investigation was begun in
2008 with the following objectives:
• Evaluate possible causes oflocalized slumping
• Develop feasible alternatives for mitigating localized slumping

• Consider seep impacts and evaluate berm heights and channel slopes
The results ofthe investigation included:
• The clay layer containing organic materials at bedrock contact appeared to be a weak
interface area

• Modeling predicted small-scale instability when percolating moisture lubricated weak
layer
• The buttress provided stability and no large-scale instability was predicted
• Selected path forward was filling cracks and repairing localized movement if necessary;
no large-scale actions
• Berm heights were re-evaluated

Actions undertaken during this timeframe included extending the drain at Seep 7,reconfiguring
the West perimeter channel, opening ofthe drain in the west perimeter channel, adding a
subsurface drain in the west perimeter/berm 3 channels, and berm and channel maintenance.
After the west perimeter channel reconfiguration in 2009, no significant movement or cracking
was found. Occasional small cracks were filled in accordance with the monitoring and
maintenance plan. Scott Surovchak added that some trench characterization was also performed
during this timeframe.

A flood occurred in September 2013 and was classified as alOO-year rainfall event. It resulted in

cracking through Berm 4 and into Berm 5 on the east side. No significant erosion occurred.
There was some minor gullying and erosion at the ends ofsome berm channels where connected
to perimeter channels. The surface water management features performed well. After the event,
cracks were filled and a temporary drain was installed at berm 4. A larger scale re-grade was
designed for the east perimeter channel; however, implementation was delayed by early winter
weather.

Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board ofDirectors Meeting
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Cracking and slumping, mostly associated with the east perimeter channel and the Berm 4 area,
continued through the spring of2014. DOE re-evaluated the design for the east perimeter
channel reconfiguration, and construction was completed in January 2015. All soil disturbance
and regrading was performed outside the waste footprint area.

Another round ofextended heavy precipitation took place over several months in Ae spring of
2015. This resulted in significant cracking, slumping, and movement on the east side ot OLJr.
The west side ofthe OLF experienced some movement on the west end ofBerms 1 and 2. The
center section ofthe landfill experienced no visible movement,just small cracks in a few
locations. As the most immediate need was to conduct water offthe cover, initial short-term ^

actions included installing an overland drain pipe and developing small drainage channels. Linda

displayed several photos ofthe wet conditions and the actions taken to mitigate the effects at the
OLF.

Additional interim actions to address the issues included re-grading affected areas to restore the
water management functions ofthe cover and close cracks. It was noted that the two-foot cover
requirement was not maintained in some areas, primarily outside the waste footprint. A few

pieces of debris were noted during regrading, but none were radiologically contaminated.
Linda said that DOE was currently evaluating a longer term path forward for the OLF.This
includes an engineering evaluation of wide range oftechnical alternatives to increase slope
stability and evaluate water management features. She said the alternatives would be raided

according to how effective they were predicted to he. Cost estimates and regulatory implications
would then be developed for short-listed technical alternatives.

Ongoing OLF monitoring and maintenance actions were prescribed by RFLMA and detailed in
the OLF Monitoring and Maintenance(M&M)Plan. These include:
• Inspections

o Monthly as required by RFLMA

o Currently performed weekly as a best management practice
o Performed after 1 inch ofrain in 24 hours or significant melt ofa 10-inch or more
snow accumulation

• 8 settlement monuments surveyed quarterly

• Inclinometer monitoring (discontinued)
• Topographic survey every two years
• Berm and channel maintenance every two years

• Consultation with geotechnical engineer triggered by specified events
• Institutional controls

• Four RCRA monitoring wells
• Surface water monitoring at GS05 and GS59

• Reporting in quarterly and annual environmental monitoring reports
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board ofDirectors Meeting
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Linda concluded her presentation by reviewing water quality monitoring results at the OLF.She
Qaid water was analyzed for VOCs,SVOCs,and metals including uranium. There is one

uneradient monitoring location and three downgradient locations. Results have been consistent

year-to-year. VOCs and SVOCs have rarely been detected. Overall, monitoring did not indicate

any water quality impacts from the landfill.

Emilv Hunt asked ifDOE understood how much ofthe groundwater was coming from Ae mesa

and how much from rainfall. Linda said that part of what they were lookmg at was whether

additional groundwater controls would be effective. She said that Aere w^ definitely a
groundwatS component to what was going on. Shelley Stanley asked ifthey
2015 re-grading. Linda said that was done right away.They also "^ed 'coconut and plastic

reinforcement matting. David Abelson noted the concerns that Anne Fenerty had brought up
reoeatedlv about not using a RCRA Subtitle C cap at the OLF,and asked Linda to ad^ess these
concerns. Linda noted that the Rocky Flats Intermediate Measure/Intemediate
OM/IRA)report explained how the decision was made to choose the OLF coyer confi^ratio .
She said that new guidelines for military and municipal landfills included designs similar to w

was in place at the OLF. She explained that there were several types ofRC^i caps. Linda noted

ZtrtSer crwith more layers would add a lot of weight, which would in turn lead to more

movement Carl Spreng(CDPHE)added that as part ofthe evaluation ofthe OLF closure
mqSZnts,lve Sta^ Ueria were reviewed, and three ofthese were found to be relevant and
aoorooriate to Rocky Flats. He noted that a layered cap was mappropnate for several re^ons.

JeLnLe Hillery asked whether there were RCRA covers at other locations that had a similar

Sfslope J^the OLF.Linda said she did not know.She added that the ongomg geotechnical
evaluation would be looking at and considering different type ofcovers.

Deb Gardner asked ifDOE knew what was causing new seeps to be formed. Linda said it was
on the hillside. Deb asked what would have happened with this

Soundwater ifthere were a RCRA cap in place. Anne Fenerty said she was not one who
Suggested the RCRA cap, and that it was Dr. Dwyer. She said
^encies
U wou
be tL expensive. David Abelson pointed out that Dwyer was not hired by DOE but by the
Woman Creek Reservoir Authority. He added that the Rocky Flats Coalition ofLocal

Governments had rejected what Dwyer recommended because ofthe weight and the

th^ Ae

cat) he was recommending would cover Woman Creek. At the time,the govemments preferr
that the waste be excavated. However,the risk to workers and the desire to not set a precedent

k?to a different decision by the agencies. David noted that Westminster had been a dissenting
voice in terms of accepting the cap design.

Lisa Morzel asked ifDOE would make the same decision today for the OLF closure

Zy^ew nZ.Scott Surovchak said he still would not have made the

®

waL He said that the priority was getting the buildings and other materials offsite, and that

rftSxje.OL?
Lid have|ene«1ed a huge waste stream that pmseuted htfe to no nsk
oajri thfsw wfirft sfivefal verv well-placed monitoring sites throughout the OLF,
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the site had been excavated, all ofthe soil would have had to have been treated as hazardous

(low level mixed)waste because it could not be feasibly characterized. It would then have had to
be shipped by truck or rail to the Envirocare facility in Utah.

Steven Franks asked if was a way to measure water pressure at the OLF.Linda said there had
been but the instruments had failed and there was no requirement to repair. John Boylan noted
that iiere were 83 wells and piezometers in the OLF before closure. Steven asked if it would be

possible to de-water north oflandfill. John said it would possible, but not realistically feasible.

Deb Gardner asked about a report that estimated that excavation ofthe Op would produce

74,000 cubic yards of waste. Scott and Linda responded that when the soil was included,the
amount would be much higher.

Ted Ziegler referenced a DOE statement from January 2015 that pointed to plutonium as the
main focus at Rocky Flats. He argued that there were many other toxic materials sprayp and
buried at the site, and that the soil should be sampled. He said he got the answer that Ais was not

required. He said he believed people were still being exposed to contaminants and said he

wondered what the future health effects would be. Linda Kaiser again referred to the RI/FS

report which documented a huge amount ofsoil sampling that took place at the site, representing
millions ofdata points. Ted responded that the contamination was still there and was still
affecting anyone in the area, including workers. Linda explained that risk assessments were used
and that health and safety personnel looked at every job and determined safety procedures.

Sandra McDonald asked if any drainage was added to the seep areas. Linda said they did add

drainage in order to move the water offfaster. They installed rock drains, which conducted the
water to the East Perimeter Channel or other locations. Sandra asked ifthese were sampled.
Linda said they were not, but ifproblems were found at the monitoring points,they would move
back up the drainage to investigate. Sandra asked how the site would know if VOCs were
encountered since they dissipated in air. John Boylan noted that groundwater was monitored for
VOCs and SVOCs,and they rarely see anything detected, let alone anything close to Ae

standards. Anne Fenerty asked ifthere was aRCRA well southwest ofOLF.John said there
were three at south end oflandfill. She said she was concerned that these wells were not inside

the COU.John said they were inside. Anne had been referring to well GS05, which was located

on refuge lands. She said she did not think there could be any wells in refuge. Scott said that was
not true.

Public Comment
There was none.

Board Roundtahle-Bis Picture/Additional Questions/Tssue Identification

Joe Cirelli noted that the Town of Superior sent a set of questions to the Stewardship Council.

David and Rik provided answers related to impact ofrains and flooding during the past couple of
years. Joe said that the answers were posted on the Town of Superior website.
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board of Directors Meeting
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Shelley Stanley said that the Woman Creek Reservoir Authority had written to DOE regarding a
recent contract record. David said that letter and DOE's response would be included in the
Stewardship Council's January update.

Lisa Morzel noted that she had been was working on the Rocky Mountain Greenway project

along with Deb Gardner. This planned trail system was to begin at DIA,connect the three Front
Range National Wildlife Refuges, continue north from Boulder to Lyons, and then all the way to
Rocky Mountain National Park. Planning efforts include the east part ofRocky Flats. They have
also talked about connections with Westminster and Broomfield open space locations. Libby
Szabo said that she had maps ofthe plans if anyone would like a copy.
Big Picture Review

David Abelson explained that at the upcoming April meeting,the Stewardship Council would be
operating as the Local Stakeholder Organization(LSO)for part ofthe meeting, and in a nonLSO capacity for the other part. He explained that the Chair would gavel the opening and closing
ofeach part ofthe meeting so that it will be extremely clear what role the Board was playing at
each time. At this meeting,there will be a review and look back at the positions ofthe seven
original local governments during the time cleanup decisions were being made.
April 4,2016
Potential Business Items

Potential Briefing Items
• Original Landfill - Update(LSO)
• DOE-USFWS Visitor Center (both LSO and non-LSO)
• USFWS Refuge Plans(non-LSO)
June 6,2016
Potential Business Items

• Receive 2015 audit

Potential Briefing Items
• DOE quarterly update
• Discontinuance of Air Quality Sampling
• Overview ofRFLMA Sampling
Issues to watch:

• Original landfill
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council, Board ofDirectors Meeting
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• Uranium exceedances

• Plutonium levels at SW027
• Groundwater treatment systems

• Plutonium movement in soil column

The meeting was adjourned at 11:05 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by Erin Rogers.
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Steven Franks

Monthly Status Report- March 2016
Board meeting summary
There was no meeting this month

Legacy Management monthly site inspection summary
DOE reports that in addition to routine monitoring and maintenance activities, site personnel
conducted the following activities in February.

Surface water and groundwater monitoring
• Collected 1 Quarter 2016 groundwater samples at the Original Landfill(OLE)and
Present Landfill(PLF).
• Removed the GS03 surface water station.

Groundwater Treatment Systems

Flows at all three treatment systems remain above average. In addition,
• East Tranches Plume Treatment Svstem (ETPTS): The system is woridng well.
• Mound Site Plume Treatment Svstem(MSPTSL The system reconfiguration planning
continues.

• Solar Ponds Plume Treatment Svstem(SPPTSY: In preparation for media removal, staff
began lowering the water level in the Big Box to remove water from the media.
Ecology

• Conducted the quarterly Central Operable Unit(COU)sign inspection. DOE repaired
one sign that had blown offthe fence.

• Conducted the prairie dog town surveys north ofthe A-4 pond. Counted six prairie dogs
in the Refuge. None were observed within the COU.
• Conducted erosion control surveys.
• Re-staked some ofthe erosion matting on the OLE.

• Installed additional GeoRidges in the Functional Channel(FC) 1 area.
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Contact Record 2016-01

Reportable conditionfor evaluation purposesfor uranium at Walnut Creek Point ofCompliance
(WALPOC).

On March 2,2016,DOE notified the public that the 30-day average for uranium at the Walnut
Creek Point of Compliance(WALPOC)exceeded the standard of 16.8 micrograms per liter
(pg/L). The validated result was 16.9 pg/L.

As provided in the record,"The RFLMA Parties agreed on the evaluation steps described below
and that no mitigating actions are necessary at this time,for the following reasons:

• The remedy remains protective. The remedy standard for total uranium at the WALPOC
sampling location is the calculated 12-month rolling average. Using the most recent
validated data,the calculated 12-month rolling average at WALPOC for total uranium on
January 31,2016, is 8.0 pg/L and remains well below the 16.8 pg/L remedy performance
standard.

• WALPOC has been a RFLMA monitoring location for roughly 4.5 years. During that

period,the Site experienced one ofits driest years(2012), its wettest month(September
2013), and one of its wettest springs(2015), according to precipitation data collected
since 1990. Because uranium concentrations are influenced by changing environmental

conditions, varying uranium concentrations at WALPOC are anticipated. While
significant uranium concentration variability can be seen in both individual sample

results and in the 30-day averages,the observed variability is not outside of anticipated
ranges and remains well below 30 pg/L drinking water standard (i.e., the maximum
contaminant level[MCL]).

• Measured concentrations oftotal uranium at WALPOC include both naturally occurring

and anthropogenic uranium. Previous high-resolution isotopic uranium analyses for
WALPOC show signatures that are between 68-82 percent naturally occurring uranium.
The variable concentrations discussed above and these signatures do not suggest the
existence ofa new source.

• The variability ofthe uranium concentration influenced by environmental conditions was
detailed in a study conducted by a qualified geochemistry subcontractor,the results of
which were published in the Evaluation of Water Quality Variability for Uranium and
Other Selected Parameters in Walnut Creek at the Rocky Flats Site(September 2015)

report that can be found at http://ww\v.im.doe.gov/Rockv Flats/Documents.asnx
• Although the recent result was above the 16.8 pg/L Site standard, it remains well below
the 30 pg/L drinking water standard. While the MCL is not applied at the Site, the fact
that the uranium concentration triggering this reportable condition was well below that
level indicates that the remedy remains protective of human health and the environment."
Accordingly,the RFLMA parties agreed to the following plan;

• Flow-paced composite samples routinely being collected at WALPOC will continue to be
analyzed on a 2-week turnaround.

• On March 7,2016, DOE provided CDPHE with a split sample from the WALPOC

composite sample collected during the period ofFebruary 16,2016,to March 3,2016,
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which was the first sample collected after the March 1,2016,consultation. This split
sample will be analyzed for uranium at the State's Radiochemistry Laboratory.

CDPHE's split sample, which was for water collected from February 16'*'through March 3"^,
recorded a concentration of 16 pg/L (0.016 mg/L). See the attached report firom CDPHE.
The record can be found at: httn://v¥Wvv.1 m.doe.gov./Rockv Flats/ContactRecords.aspx

Stewardship Council Update
2016 Board meetings:
April 4
June 6

September 12
October 31
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Laboratory Results For Sample Number: ENV-2016002479Contact Carl Sprang

Site ID/PWSiD

Phone
Site
Address

x3358

Fax

Email

Site Description ROCKY FLATS WALPOC

Collected By DOE

_CollectionNum

Collected 02/16/201614:30:00

Customer ID

00008835

Received 03/08/2016 13:06:00

Customer

CDPHE - HMWMD - Rocky Flats Unit

Reported 03/23/2016 10:00:00

4300 Cherry Greek Drive South

Bottles

1 LM

Matrix

Surface Water

Field Fluoride

CO 80246

Denver

Residual Chlorine

Temperature at Receipt 19.7
Test Name

Uranium, Totai*

iNesult

Units

0.016

mg/L

Imrl llMethod Name IPate AnalvzedlteluaHfler
0.03

0.001 EPA 200.8

03/10/2016
00:00:00

Comments:

Registry Comments:

MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit. MCL - Maximum Contaminant Limit per EPA regulations.
BDL - Below Detection Umit. H - Holding Time exceeded. Q• Quality Control limit exceeded. A/T - No Test.

Units: mg/L - miiiigrams per liter(ppm), ug/L - micrograms per liter(ppb), pCi - picoCuries
LSD Internet Address: http://coioradostateiab.us

